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THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYER
BRANDING
The employer brand is a relatively new term in the modern busi-
ness environment. Though its origins are somewhere in the
early 1990s the number of companies that have taken an
active approach towards it is very low. The employer
brand still isn’t widely recognized as something that
would make a crucial difference between one and
another company. On the other hand, there are
positive examples where the attention put on
branding the company as an employer of choice has
given great results. I’d just mention some well-known
companies such as Apple, Google, Facebook who have
well placed themselves as employers of choice.

There are many statistics, surveys and researches with
many pros and cons (much many pros than cons actually)
showing the importance of employer branding. Not go-
ing into details, statistics and percentages on the im-
portance of employer branding there is an easy way to
see why it is important.

Take a piece of paper and list the top 10 companies to
work for according to your opinion. I am sure, companies
such as Google, Apple, Microsoft etc. will find their place on
that list. Those are the companies with strong employer brand so
we perceive them as great places to work. Now search the Inter-

net for “the best companies to work for”. Look for researches
that make the ranking using several criteria (such as profitability,
management, management style, compensation and benefits,

career opportunity, development possibilities, stability etc.)
rather than just the corporate image. You will be sur-

prised that only few companies from your top 10 list
will be among the best rated employers. This means

that the companies from your list have done a good
job at presenting themselves as great employers to
work for despite that other companies are much
better employers taking into consideration all rel-
evant criteria.

This is just one example of the value of employer
branding. Other benefits can vary from more and better

applications to open vacancies (which will ease the recruitment
process allowing the company to acquire top talent), to happier

employees which will result in retaining the talent and increased
engagement which should lead to better performance and re-
sults.

So, if the benefits are obvious, then why only a small number of
companies do it? The answers from CEOs, general managers and
even HR managers vary from “can’t see the direct benefit”, “it is
just one of those things that are “in” at the moment”, “we
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already have a strong company / product brand” to “it requires a
lot of resources and budget” etc.

For those who want to see the benefits it is easy to draw a direct
link between employer branding and quality of applicants, reten-
tion and employee engagement. It is “in” at the moment and it
will be even more “in” in future since the new generations of
employees are extremely driven by employer brands and in con-
stant search of personal job satisfaction.

Furthermore, though the company brand is connected to the
employer brand, they are totally different things. A strong com-
pany brand doesn’t mean a strong employer brand. For instance,
McDonalds (top 10), Wal-Mart (top 20) and Marlboro (top 30) are
top global brands, but very few would put them on the “top 10
companies I’d work for” list.
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HOW TO BUILD YOUR EMPLOYER
BRAND
Building an employer brand doesn’t have to require a lot of
resources and a huge budget. All it needs is a smart strategy that
will fit in your possibilities, continuity and understanding that it
will take some time before you see the first results.

Evaluate your starting position

The first thing to do is to evaluate your starting position, i.e. the
strength of your current employer brand. This can be easily done
by a survey among your external and internal audience. For more
preciseness and more usable results, the external audience can
be limited to those groups that are of interest to your company.
The internal audience are your employees.

The results of the survey will help get a better picture of where
you stand at the moment and how is your company perceived by
your present and potential employees.

Envision your brand

The second thing to do is to envision how you want to be seen
and what your brand will stand for. A clear picture of where you
want to be will show you the gap between the present and the
desired position.

Define measures and actions

The third thing to do would be to define measures and activities
that will help you close the gap. These measures can vary from
change of processes, culture change and redefining your Em-
ployee Value Proposition to charity and corporate responsibility.
What you’ll foresee will depend on your vision, the gap and your
possibilities.

Promote your brand

No matter how good your measures are they will not change
much if you don’t promote them and show the world what you
are doing. Therefore, the fourth step would be to promote your
brand through corporate events, charity activities, career days,
social media, taking place in “best employer awards” etc.

Set measures

At the end, set check points where you will evaluate the prog-
ress and the results of your measures. Positive results will boost
the energy and motivation.
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COMPANY CULTURE - THE KEY
INGREDIENT TO THE EMPLOYER BRANDING
By its simplest definition, company culture is the way we do
things in our company. It is a sum of our habits, the values that
we share and live, our vision and mission, the way we com-
municate and cooperate, our processes and procedures,
the level of bureaucracy, dynamics, support of innova-
tion and creativity, care for people etc. Strong,
healthy and positive company culture is a prerequi-
site of any success story. Every strategy, mission or
vision, every goal, idea, system or process must fit
in the company culture. If it doesn’t than it is doomed
for failure.

Besides enabling execution of company strategy and
supporting success, the culture also affects the com-
pany image. As a matter of fact, the culture has huge
influence on how the company is perceived internally by
its employees and externally by its customers, job seek-
ers and the general public.

The explanation is very simple. As the culture is a sum of
habits, values, the way we cooperate, communicate and
all the other things I said above, it influences the way
employees feel at work, and eventually it eases or hardens
their job. How someone feels at the company is one of the top
reasons why someone stays in a certain company or decides to

leave it. In that direction, it has influence on the retention. Then,
it influences employees’ mood which then affects their motiva-
tion and effort, i.e. it influences employee engagement and ded-

ication.

This, internal picture, is then transmitted outside the
company in many other ways (word of mouth, corpo-

rate responsibility, interviews, internships, graduate
programs, marketing campaigns…) which all together

create the company image.

Taking that the company image as an employer of
choice and a “premium” employer brand is the
central part of any employer branding program,

the company culture has an important part in shap-
ing that image and promoting the brand. How your company is
perceived internally and from outside, among other things, it

depends on your company culture and what kind of image it
creates.

In that direction, any employer branding program should take
the company culture into consideration and see how the vision
for the employer brand fits in the culture. Will the culture sup-
port it or sabotage it? Does the way we do things correspond to
the image we want to create? Do we need to make any cultural
changes, i.e. reshape the culture in a way it creates one complete
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picture with the employer brand? How big is the gap between
the culture and the desired image? Can we bridge it? … All these
are questions we need to take into consideration when prepar-
ing the employer branding program. The answers to these ques-
tions will set the baseline for the measures and activities we will
have to undertake throughout the program in order to create
the desired employer brand. It will ease your job, show you the
right path and prevent discrepancies that could lead to failure.
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